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ABSTRACT

The ultrasonic imaging, using pulse-echo scanning mode' of a multilayered
target results in reverberations which complicate the direct characterization of
each larver. Through earlier investigations. a theoretical model has been developed to analytically describe the reverberation phenomenon caused by the presence of each layer. Tiris research focusseson tire practical problem of imaging
tube/support plate structures used in nuclear power plant stearrlgenerators.The
nondestructive evaluation of these structures is an important problem since the
presenceof corrosion and flaws can impede normal plant operations' The imaging
of tube/support plate structures is difficult. if not impossible,b<:causethe experimental measurementshave far lessresolution and lower signal to noise ratio (SNR)
than expected theoretically. The degradation of experimental measurements can
be attributed to the existence of corrosion, inhomogeneitiesin the la,vers.suboptimal reflecting surfaces,and/or inherent noisein the measurementsystem. The
proper selection of measurement systems and post-measurement,signal processing
techniques, analog ancl/or digital, can provide enhancement in the resolution of
the information-bearing backscattered signal and, consequentiy.improve the classification of deteriorated multilayered structure.

Included in this paper is the

analysis of the clifferent lrreasurementand processing techniques and the evaluation of experirnentairesults to determine the optimal classificationprocedure in
the imaging of multilarveredtargets.

vl11

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic hnaging
Ultrasonic pulse-echoimaging provides characterization of changesin the homogeneitl' c-,fa substance rvhich can indicate boundaries between two different
ma,terialsor internal discontinuities'*'ithin the same material. In the pulse-echo
mode, a short pulse of uitrasonic energv is transmitted into the target and then the
returning echoesare observed. The tirne of fligirt of the reflected echoesindicates
the deptir of thc reflector and the amplitude provides information corresponding to
characteristicsof the material (in terms of the material's acoustical impedances)
or information depicting the size and orientation of the reflector. In the ultrasonic
examination of highly rer.'erberanturultilayered structures, the received signal is
comprised of multiple echoes which complicate the characterization of the layers of the target. In the nondestructive er,'aluationof materials, the problem of
reverberating patterns arises frequently. In fact, some structures by their very
nature are so reverberant that the reverberating echoes comprise the entire signal. R,everberatingpatterns can occur in the measurementsof thin planar defects
in metai, in iarnination of composite bonds, in gap thickness measurements of
adhesivell'-bonded metauls1'stems,oil film measurements, fatigue crack analysis,
etc. ICha80,Iira75,Lee71,Ros74].
The pulse-echoimaging of reverberant targets consisting of an isolated single
laver has been anaiyzed to some extent in the past [Lee71,Ros74,Maz86].Rer-erberations were studied for the case in which the incident sound pulse is of
approximately the same or of a longer duration as tire traveling time within the
thin iayer. It has been found that a moderatell' accurate thickness measurement
may be obtained by examining the ratio of the first pronounced peak to the follou'ing peali of the backscatteredsignal [Lee71].Aithough this pattern recognition
technique is useful for measuring the thiclinessof a single thin film, it cannot be
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extended to a structure

composed of multiple

larvers in which each layer causes

reverberations.
The mathematical anall'sis of continuous wave propagation in layered media is
linorvn explicitly [Bre80]. However. the use of continuous excitation to characterize
a multiple

la.yered structure

requires that the rvave must be of a long enough

duration to reach a steady state value. This constraint introduces range ambiguity
in the imaging of tire target. and the steady state value represents only the overall
characteristics of tire multila.vered structure. Consequently, the continuous mode of
testing lacks the capability of displaying local information
of each subsequent la.r'er becornes virtuallv

and tire characterization

impossible.

Of particular interest to present research is characterizing the muitilayered reverberant environment that exists in the detection of corrosion or volatile changes
in the stealTrgenerator tubing system used in nuclear power plants. Steam generators currentlv in use contain inconel tubing that fits loosely through holes drilled
in a carbon steel support structure, as can be seen in Figure 1-1a. Nonprotective
magnetite can accumulate on the inner surface of the support plate holes, and, if
allowed to continued unchecked. will fiIl the gap and eventualll' dent or fracture
the tube wall. Therefore, the periodic inspection of the tube/support

structure is

needed to assessthe degree of corrosion protruding into the water gap and possible
deterioration in the tube rvall. In examining such structures, it is noted that a rrariet1,' of reverberant pa,tterns can be expected due to the geometry of the layer or,
more importantll',

tire random nature of corrosion growth. These patterns can be

recognized and ciassified for the eveLluationof tube/support

structures. Through

earlier studies ISanE1,SanS2],a theoreticarl rnodel describing the reverberation phellomenon for multiiayered structures has been developed rvhich provides critical
insight into the cha,racterization of boundaries of rnultila,.veredstructures.
The tube/support

structure is inspected b1' transrnitting an ultrasonic pulse

through the tube u'all. as shown in Figure 1-1b. rn'hich results in trvo dominant
sers of reverberating echoes corresponding to the tube u'all (tut,e echoes) and the
support plate (support plate echoes). These sets of multiple echoes must be decomposed and separated in order to evaluate the tube/support

stt'ucture effectively.
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This thesis concentrates on the analytic modeling of these reverberant echoes,
and determining the optimal measurement environment an<l correspondingly effective signal processing techniques, analog and digital, to enhance resolution of
information-bearinq backscattered echoes.

NDE of Steam Generator Tube/Support Structures
The nondestructive testing of nuclear power plant steam generator tubing is
very important

in terms of the safe and economical operation of the plant. Non-

destructive testing can identify corrosion and flaws early on. before they become
critical to the piant's operation. The denting or leaking of steam generator tubing
wiil necessitate the shutting down of the plant until the tubing can be repaired.
This repair time could be costly, given that a medium size nuclear porver piant
earns approximately a half a million dollars each day [Dav78'. There are chemical
treatments to counteract the growth of corrosion in the tube/support

structure.

such as amonia or hydrazine [Eco84]1 however, these technrques are only useful
when corrosion is detected early on in the corrosion process. Thus, there has been
much attention given to this problem of corrosion classificatron and evaluation.
As the steel support plate corrodes, nonprotective magnetite protrudes from
the surface of the support plate due to the fact that steel increases almost twice
in volume after the corrosion process has occurred [deS8al. If left unchecked.
the corrosion will fill up the gap, eventually denting or fracturing the tube walls.
Therefore, periodic inspection can be valuable in characterizrng corrosion and can
aiso be used in evaluating the effectivenessof chemical treattnents used to control
or reduce corrosion.
The two most popular measurement techniques of corrosion in steam generator tube/support

structures are eddy-current measurements and ultrasontc mea-

surements. The study of eddy current provides sensitivity to ,:hangesin impedance
of the inconel tube wall in the vicinity of the support plate. Corrosion can then be
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detected, although the degree and amount of corrosion can not be a,ccuratelydeternined through presentstudies [JonS3].The accuracJrof measuringthe depth of
corrosion using eddl' current measurementshas been highly limited and ineffective.
Unlike eddl-6111't"nttesting, there is more inherent informatron provided with
pulse-echo scanning due to the ability to characterize the position and material
from the reflected echoes. This research analyzes the problem of evaiuating denting and corrosion in steam generator tube/support plate structures by using ultlasonic imaging techniques.Uitrasonic testing is a popular method of examining
these structures due to its nondestructivenature and its practicaiity in terms of
irnplementation and cost.
Sincethe growth and nature of corrosionitself has somerandom properties.it
can not be readily characterized. The best indication of corrosion in the ultrasonic
lrreasurementof tube/support structures is the identification of altered or corroded
boundaries in the target. Since the corrosion stems from the support plate. the
imaging of the support plate is necessaryfor early detection. Thus, decomposition
of the echoesbackscattered from the support plate and the tube wall are of great
value in the detection of corrosion and dentinq.

Summary of Chapters II-VII
Chapter II contains the theoretical derivation of a model of reverberant echoes
created through the ultrasonic examination of a multilayered target. The model
lSan81] decomposesthe signal by brealiing the signal up into sets of multiple
echoesthat are related to the different physical boundaries in the layered target.
Tirus, information about the status of all the boundaries can be inferred from
the corresponding set of muitiple echoes. it will be shown in Chapter II that
the reflectedsignal from the steam generator tube/support structure is composed
of two dominant sets of multiple echoes, in which one corresponds to the tube
rvall characteristics(referred to as class'a'echoes) and the other correspondsto
'b' echoes). A complete
the support plate characteristics(referred to as ciass
nabhematical derivation and analytical evaluation of tire model is presented.
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Chapber III develops the criteria for an optimal measurement svstem, which
consists of a transducer and reflector apparatus (which may or may not provide
focusing). In order to achieve higher resolution of the multiple echoescorresponding to the support plate, the transducer frequencr must be increased at the expenseof increasedsignal-to-noiseratio due to the attenuation characteristicsof the
medium. This can be partially compensated for by improving the focusing of the
beam on the target (tube rn'all). Consequentll'. the energv per unit area entering
the target wili increaseand will irnprove the signal-to-noiseratio of the system as
a u'hole. The object of the chapter is to analyze several different focusing schemes
and find the optirnal measuring s1'stemfor imaging of tube/support structures.
Oblique angle scanning is analytically evaluated and implemented experimentally' in Chapter I\,'. The process of oblique angle scanning utilizes the geometry
of the tube wall to reflect the 'a' echoes(tube echoes)awav from the detectable
'b' echoes(support plate echoes)are unaltered
beam field of the transducer. The
bl' this change in the orientation of the tube rn'all as long as the support plate
is near-normal to the beam path. In general, using oblique angie scanning wili
complicate the reverberent echoesin the tube u'all due to mode conversion, where
there are tu'o transmitted rvaves,referred to as iongitudinal and shear waves,produced at the tube rvall boundaries. Computer simulation is used to characterize
the different t]'pes of reflections at eacir boundary. This simulation can aid in
finding the optimal reflection angle and corresponding transmission coefficients
for imaging of 'b' echoes. The goal of Chapter I\r is to provide automatic tube
echo rejection, rvith the optirnal angie being as smail as possible, while minimizing
the interferenceca,usedb1' mode conversion.
The digital eciro cancellationis presentedin Chapter V. Digital echo cancel'a' echoes,matched to
lation involves using a referencesignal, consistingof only
'b' echoes,which when subtracted results
rhe measure signal, containing 'a' and
irr improved visibilitl' of 'b' echoes.The difficult.v-in implementing this processlies
in matching the 'a' echoesof both signalsin terms of shape an<l timing. Proper
rnatching can be obtained u'ith the use of digital signal processingtechniques.
Horvever,additional computational constlaints ma\- cause the s1'stemto be imrlactical for routine testing or real time applications. The goal of the chapter is
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to analyze different processingtechniquesand demonstrate their effectivenesswith
experimentai results. Analog echo cancellation is another possible alternative for
resolr'ing 'b' echoeswhich is also described in Chapter V. This process involves
the subtraction of the reference signal and measured tube/support signal in real
time. Analog echo cancellation technique requires two ultrasonic measuring systems that are \/er]r similar in terms of components and the systems' overall impulse
'a' echoesthat are
response. Variations in the trn'osvstems l'ill give rise to sets of
out of sJrricor not of the same signal intensity or shape. These variations can be
reduced using adjustable delays and impedance matching transducer dampeners
to make the systems more symmetrical. These controls can either be adjusted
manually or through automatic adaptive matching tecirniques. The control used
for feedback in the adaptive technique is tire output power of the system which.
'a' echoes.
when minimized. maximizes the cancellationof the
Chapter VI presentsexperimental results and techniquesof identiff ing corrosion. Expcrimentai procedure involves vertical and radial scanning of the tube
u'all. After extensive experimental measurements,many charac.teristicsof signal
were correlated rn'ith the different physical aspects of corrosion. Using experimental results. a hicra,rchicalclassificationprocedure is presented. This classification
procedure also employs statistical pattern recognition techniques to account for
the random parameters that exist in the tube/support structure. Thus, this classification procedure will give the best results, in a probablistic sense,of the status
of the tube/support structure.
Chapter \.II contains conclusionsabout experimental results and discussion
of promising tcchniques of image classification for continued research.

CHAPTER II
NIODELINGOF REVERBERANTECHOES

Single Thin Larver
For the sake of developing a theoretical base for analyzing the backscattered
echoesfrom a highll' reverberant discrete structure, we rvill first focus our attention
on the simple caseof examining a single thin layer. Illustrated in Figure 2-1 is an
outline of the reverberation process which shows the normal incident beam and
the corresponding transmitted and reflected beams as a function of time, where
Region I, Region II. and Region III are definedb1'their density,p;, and the velocity
of sound in that media, denoted by "1. These trvo quantities define the acoustic
irrrpedance,Z;, of a given region i:
I
piui

,7. '

The incident ultrasonic beam impinging the thin layer is partially

/ t - 1 \

reflected and

transrnitted at each boundary, as seen in Figure 2-1. Using the characteristic
irnpedances,the reflection and transmission coefficients of eacir boundary can be
calculated using the following equations:

Z ; - Zi
aij

Z';l- Zj

2zt
.
; pii: zr+zj

(2 -2\

rvirere a;i and 0;i ut" the reflection and transmission coefficients of adjacent regions z and j, respectively.
In the development of this model, the incident beam is assumed to be normal
for the sake of mathematical simplicity. Using this assumption, it can be inferred
that all reflections and transmissions'w'ill also be normal to the incident boundaries
of tire tarqet due to Snell's Lan'. n'hich states:
sin(0)

- s i r t l ^r,

C

B

(2-3)

8 r. .^, +rta
21

uJ

-

ut'a
.1
, tn9utcousticar

Figure 2-1. Reverberation path in a single thin layer
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rn'hered is the incident angle (measured with respect to the nornl), 7 is the a^ngle
of the transrnitted beam. and C and B are the velocities of the echoes in their
respective mediums. \\rhen I equals zero, the transmission angie, 7, u'i[ also be
zero, thus supporting the statement above. The case in which tire incident angle
is not normal is discussedin Chapter IV.
Tire successivereflections and transmissions u'ithin a singie layer result in
multiple receivedechoeswhich can be modeled as

S
r(t) : a p u (t) + L apu( t- 2kT2)
fr=1

(2-4)

'rvhere

a* :

gngztaz1ko,2tk-l

(2-5)

r(l) is the receivcd signal, ?,' is the time it takes the echo to travel the ith region.
and u(t) is the impulse responseof the measuringsystem. The receivedsignal can
be thought of as a set of multiple echoesspaced evenly apart in time, separated
b1' a time 272. The effect of grain noise and system noise are considerednegiigible
in this derivation and are not included in the above equation.
The reverberant pattern can be seen from the examination of a thin steel
plate shown in Figure 2-2. From the measured signal, the thickness of the plate
can be determined. The time between echoes is 272, and then can be used to
calculate the thicknessof region f , d;,,since,
di:

u';T;

(2-6)

u-hereu; is the velocity of sound (longitudinal) in ihe ith region. In addition, the
amplitude of sequential echoesdecreasesby a factor a21o.2r.This phenomenon,for
the casewhere c.2B:

o2l : a, is demonstrated for different reflection coefficients

o in Figure 2-3. The least reverberantcaseis shorvnin Graph I, where most of the
energy arrives rvithin the first ferr echoes.This is due to the low rmpedanceof the
thin iayer n'hich allorvs much energv to escapes'ithin the initial reverberations.
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front surface echo

Figure 2-2. The backscattered signal from an A-scan of a thin steel iaver
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Aithough as the thin layer becomes more mismatched with its surroundings, as
sho'wn progressivelv in Graphs II-nr, later echoesincrease in energl', resulting in
proionged reverberations. Increasing in acoustical mismatch of the interface of the
layer makes the signal more reverberant, since less energy is allou'ed to leak out of
the layer at eaclr.reverberation. The inconel tube of the tube/support structure
can be characterized by the highll'reverberant case shown in Graph IV, where a
drop of 20dB can be expected from the first reverberation in comparison to the first
received echo. Generally, highly reverberant layers let very little energy penetrate
and, therefore, make imaging through the layer more difficult. The envelopesof
reverberant echoesprovide information that leads to estimates of a;i or B;i and
results in estimates of.Z; and Z; which can be used to evaiuate the layer.

Multilayered Target
\ Iith multilarveredstructures, the recognition of reverbera.ntpatterns is more
complex due to multiple interfering echoes produced at each interface.

Tlie

tube/support structure can be representedby a modcl shou'n in Figure 2-4,,where
Region I is inside the tube, Region II is the inconel 600 tube wall, Region III is the
rrater gap, and Region IV is the steel support plate. In the pulse-echoexamination
of the tube/support structure, the receivedsignal is comprised of multiple echoes
detected after traveliug A,times in Region II and / times in Region III:
oo

oo

sr(f) : \-\
L Lt1ap(t 2kT2 zlTJ)

(2-7)

&=0l=0

l'here the term 7fl is the receivcd echo amplitude related to the reflection coe:icients, oij) or the transrnissioncoefficient,04. (Note: i and 7 indicate which
:egions constitute the interface.) The term 711can not be expressedexplicitly in
ierlns of a;3, i, and t, sincethere are manJiechoesof different intensitiesand paths
:raversedu'hich have equivalent travel times. These echoesare then summed torether to form a composite amplitude. 1tt. A simple example of this for the case
"','lrerek :

2 and / :

2 is shou'n in Fiqure 2-5. in rvhich there are three unique

1 A
a=

7/////,

Region II

\\$\

Region III

N
NJ
\ \\

{E

Tr ansdu cer

:an

os+:

Figure 2-4. Muitilaver model consistingof four regions
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paths that cornprise 722. For large values of k and /. the numbel of path.s will
increa,setremendouslr'.
Through exrensive experimentation and computer simulation. an appropriate
identification and classification technique was developed rvhich aiiorved characterization of the 1a5'eredstructure of those detected echoes of significant intensities
echoes
[San81]. As a result of classification, the generalized model for the received
given in Equation 2-T can be presented differentll'-.
/ , \

/ , \

r(r,-

. =

- 2A kt mT 2\ )*,

/ t

ai2utr,- lal,ult

tbl.ult

-2Ts-2kT2)t

L=1

A=1
oo

) c p t t ( t 4 7 3 2 A ' T ; )+ \ d p u ( f
&=1
ft=1
\-

aT

nt-

\

\...-

I

r.r'herea;, is the amplitude of the class
only; 6p is the amplitude of the class

( 2- 8 )

- 6 T 3 - 2 k T 2 )- r ' . . . . .

'a'echoes that reverberate in Re*-ion II

'b'

echoes that reverberzrte contirtuallf in

Region II, and once in Region iII; cp is the amplitude of the class

'c'

echoes that

reverberate continualli' in Region II, and twice in Regiorr IIi; d1 is the ampiitude
of the

'd' echoes which reverberate continuaiiy in Region Ii arrd three times in

Region IIII etc.

The amplitudes of these classesof echoesare given [SanEi]
a-^,2_-

at': (+|f

)'40^':.fo' A"> 1

b * : k ( % # ) A t A o k - 1 ; . fo r k > 1
C'1 :

-1- ti ,t)h t
u21

cr.: (+#
-

*sr.- \

t

(2-10)
(2-11)

* Vor2 4rk-21
;,f or k > 1
\t:lA2Ask-t

()-12\

(2-13)

t F t t l 3 z ItJ, Lt J^
u21

t o A q ' r, , ,
d z : ( B- #
) [ - A t -+
a oA 2 A l

d1,:

(2-e)

(r-14.i

- (4*@.4r3-qofr-31 ;
(*#rf^.:-40fr-1 + (k - 1r-42--11--lt,a-'
f or i: > 2

(2- 15)
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where

An:

gzt1szo|,qolr'ort

(2- 16)

'b' echoes
One of the major advantages of wave classification is that class
increase u'hile class 'a' echoesdecrease.This increaseis true for several reverberations and dependssolely on the characteristicsof R.egionII (or the first thin layer).
'b' linearly, as can be
The effect of Region ll (support plate) changes the class
seen in Equation 2-10. As the impedance of Region IV increases,b2 increases,
which is a highly desirablesituation for detection.
The evaluation of the b3 in terms of k, and Regions I, II, IIi and I\r is more
involved than in the previous discussion of a7, for the analysis of a single layer.
However, insight into the behavior of 6;, can be found by examining the maximum
of 'b' echoesin terms of the reverberation nunber k.

-db,"
;*:0
dE

(2- 17)

Hence the solution for I can be determined,

fr-

-1
loga21a2g

lvhere /"' is an integer

It _

1L vRl \

The morirnum vaiue of b; varies according to the characteristic impedance of
Region II relative to Region I and III. The reverberation is prolonged as the
impedanceof the thin layer increases.On tire other hand. for a lower impedance
of the thin larver,the strongest 'b' echoesare the first feu'. Graphical presentation
is shown in Figure
of tlre maximum of class 'b' echoesa,sa function of Janan
'-0.

Envelopes of ciass 'b' echoesfor various characteristic impedances of Region
I-I\r are shown in Figure 2-7a-d. Figure 2-7a-d shou'sinstancesof severeto mild
:everberation in Region IL In each figure. Graphs I-IV represent insignificant to
significant acoustical misrnatch betu'een Recion III and I\r. Fiqure 2-7a closely
:esembiesthe class'bt echoesof the tube,supDolt structure for r,'ariousreflection
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coefficients of the support plate. This is beneficial in determining how deterioration of the support plate rvill affect the integrity of the signal. Furthermore, these
graphical results are very useful in interpreting the received signal that leads to
'b'
determining the best region in time for class echo evaluation. As shown in Figverv similar to that of the tube/support
ure 2-8 (this figure exhibits chara,cteristics
'a' and 'b' echoesrevealsthat
structure), the comparisonof the envelopesof the
tire best region for observing'b' echoesis near bS. A sirnulatedbackscatteredsignal
(A-scan) of the tube/support structure where the lva,tergap dela5'is smaller than
the reverberation time in tire tube wall can be seen in Figure 2-9. This plot gives
'b' echoes. The tube
a clear indication of the exaet position of both the 'a' and
thickness (R.egionII) and gap size (Region III) can also be determined from this
figure, where the tube tirickness correspondsto the delarvbetu'een the peaks of the
echoeswithin each class, and the gap distance is given by the time delarvbetrveen
'c', 'd', ... echoes.but
the 'a' and 'b' echoes. Similar discussionshold for class
'a' and 'b' echoes.In experimenatai
their ampiitudes are much smaller than ciass
data, detection of these echoesbecomesvery difficult. Futhermore) no additional
information rvill be gained by their evaluation.

Experimental Resuits
In inspection of steam generator tube/support structures, tire characterization of the inconel tube and steel support plate is pertinent in the detection of
corrosionand denting. Applying the given model to steam generatortube/support
structure, Region I\i correspondsto the support plate and RegiorrII corresponds
to the thin tube rvall. The thicknessof the tube wall is about l.4tnm. and the gap
size is about 2501tm. The carbon plate is much thicker than the tube wall and.
'a'
therefore,its dimension does not affect outcome of the reverberant signal. The
echoescharacterizethe tube wall and are referred to as tube echoesin this paper.
Liliervise,the 'b' echoesare dependentuiron the characteristicsof Region IV and
are referred to as support plate echoes.
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Using a transducer wifh a center frequency of 20MHz and a 10MHz bandu'idth. experimentai results (shown in Figure 2-10) confirm theoretical model predictions. Figure 2-10a shows the ultrasonic examination of a pianar multilayered
(consisting of four regions) structure where the reverberating thin layer is alu'b'. 'c'. and 'd' echoesexist for several reverberations. As
minum. Class 'a,'.
'a' echoesdecreasewith time and it is apparent that the intensity
expected. the
'b' echoes increasesfor a feu' reverberations rvhich coincides with theoretical
of
findings of the model.
Figure 2-10b displays the backscatteredsignal from an inconel tube/support
'a' and 'b' echoesare
structure. which is more reverberant than aluminum. The
clearly visible yet are not as pronounced as in the upper trace. and the presence
of 'c' and 'd' echoesis negligible. Thus, the previous model can be simplified
somewhat by focussing on the tvvo dominant classesof echoesto give
S
A , M \
r ( r J - d 1 2 u ( r+J l a l , u l t - 2 k T f l + f b ; " ( t
fr=1
[=1

-2\-zkT1;

+ n(l) (2 - 19)

.n,here n(t) represents the error that includes all other low intensity reverberant
echoes not considered and noise introduced

by the measuring system.

Further-

more. it should be noted that variations in the gap size (Region III) can situate
'b' echocs such that they become close enough to interfere with each
the 'a' and
other. Also. poor reflective surfaces (i.e. support plate) will cause deterioration
in the signal in which the class

'b'

echoes are severeiy affected. Thus, separation

or decomposition would be advantageous in characterizing the tube and support
plate echoes. This is especialll' true in experimental measurements where noise
'b' echoes. Therefore, addiand poor signal qualit1' create problems irr detecting
tional signal processing of the backscattered signal will be neccessary to overcome
some of these obstacles.
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CHAPTER III
MEASURE\{ENT SYSTEM EVALUATiON

Background
In the ultrasonic measurementof steam generator tube/support structures,
there are several components that comprise the measuring system. These components include the pulser, transducer,reflector system, and the digitizer. The entire
measurementsystem is shown in Figure 3-1. In this chapter, the basic operation
of ea,chcomponent and its irnportance rvill be presented'
The pulser urrit's mairr function is to generatea broadband pulse signal and.
upolr. reflection of a,pulse, receivesa band-limited high frequencl' signal from the
backscatteredmeasurementof the transducer. The pulse generated is large in
amplitude. ranging fron 200 to 250 \rolts. The unit used is a Panametric 5052
Pulser/Receiver. The pulser unit ca,nmanipulate the pulse with two controls; one
varies the energy of the signal and the other adjusts the dampening in the signal.
The energJ' dictates the degree of excitation the transducer is given in terms of
eiectrical energlr. The amount of excitation is usualll- limited by the transducer
characteristics. When the transducer is overexcited,prolonged resonancesoccur,
"ringing" in the signal
and the production of the transmitting echo rn'ill cause
u'hich is not beneficialin terms of enhancingthe imaging resolution of the svstem.
In terrns of the dampening controls, the main purpose is to match the impedanc@of
the transducer piezoelectricelement '*'ith the impedenceof the excitation source.
These topics ',r'ill be discussedlater on in Chapter V u'ith experimental results
shou'ing their effects on the generated pulse.
Next in the sequenceof Figure 3-1 is the transducer. Its role is to provide the
transition of electrical energy into mechanical or acoustical energ]'. The transducer
rransferfunction can be characterizedb1' tu'o parameters,the center (or resonant)
frequency and the bandu'idth of the transducer. It will be shou'n that these pa:ameters determine the axial resolution and frequencl' conlent of the transmitted
ultrasonic pulse.
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The 3-dB bandrvidth of the transducer determinesthe resolution of the ultrasonic pulse. The resolution of the ultrasonic system is defined as the distance two
targets must be separatedin order for both targets to be detected. This is done
by examining the corresponding peaks of the reflected echoesfrom both targets.
Tire resolution of the system, €, ir inverselS'proportional to the bandvi'idth and
can be written as,
{:

L '(2*8) '

(3- 1)

where 1>k>0. c is the speed of sound in the supporting medium, and B is the
bandrn'idth of the signal. The variable A.is a constant to compensate for the deviations in the impulse response of different transducers and the definition of echo
separability in a particular measuringsystem. By using the following relationship,
/.:can be found.

k : A,tB

l o

-

j /

in rvhich Af is the duration of an observableecho of the transmitted signai.
Tire 3-dB bandwidth of the transducer is dependent upon the center frequency, the ph5'sicalproperties of the transducer, and the transmitting medium.
For the case of broadband transducers, the bandwidth can be approximated as
one-half the center frequency. Thus, to optimize the resolution of the transducer,
the center frequency must be as high as possible. However, frequencies above
25\'{Hz are highly a,ttenuated due to the absorption characteristics of most materials. AIso. the production of transducers with center frequencies above 25MHz
is expensive and, as stated before, rvill produce suboptimal results in terms of
received signal energ]'.
The impulse response,u(t), of the transducer used in this researchcan be
modeled as an echo with a normalized Gaussian envelope, given b)' the following
eouation:
z(t) :

e-t21262 co.s(",,6t)

(3-3)
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where o2 i. th" r,arianceof the Gaussian envelopeof the echo and L,,sis the center
frequency of the transducer. The r,'ariance.o2,,un be given in terms of the 3-dB
bandrvidth of the transducer b1' the follorn'ingreiationship

2.77

E

(3-4)

As discussedabove. the 3-dB bandrvidth, B. is related directll' to the center frequency of the transducer and in turn determinesthe resolution of the transducer
and the amount of attenuation due to absorption.
In this particuiar study. the transducer used has a center frequency of 20
MHz and has a 3-dB bandwidth of 10 \{Hz. This rn'illprovide resolution with the
magnitude of a ferv miis in R'ater, u,'hichcorresponds to a resolution in the order
of 5 rnils in inconel (that comprisesthe steam generator tube composition). The
tube rvalls examined are a,pproximately 56 mils thick, u'hich is much greater than
the resolution of the transducer.

Evaluation of Different Focussing Techniques
The purpose of focussing in referenceto pulse-echoexamination is to concentrate the transmittecl signal energy onto a smailer region of the materiai. This
u'ill irnprove the iateral resolution and a"llorvmore energy to penetrate, providing
information with higher signal-to-noise ratio about the subsequent boundaries of
the material. In the examination of steam generator support plate/tubing, focussingrvould be helpful in increasingthe energy of the "b" echoesof the received
signal. which describethe degreeof corrosionpresentin the gap. There are several
focussingmechanismscorrespondingto either focussedor unfocussedtransducers
that may be employed in a focussing system, although some may be more optimal
than others in terms of implementation and desiredresults. This section discusses
tlrree types of focussingsystems and the optimality of each system in examining
stearn generator tubing.
Parabolic ReflectorsUsing UnfocusedIncident Beams. The reflector corresponding to the case'wherethe transducer used is a flat unfocuse,ldisk takes the
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form of a partial paraboliod (seeFigure 3-2). Here the pressurewave is considered
to be uniformly distributed and propagates in a parallel fashion. The paraboiic
reflector is used becausethe broad beam must be focussed onto a small region of
the target (ideally a point) and yet keep the sarnetravel time to prevent distortion
caused by receiving echoesout of phase. For the derivation of the locus of points
for the t',r'o-dimensional.let us assume
C 1* C 2 : k ,

(3-5)

rvhere k is an arbitrary consba,nt,C1 is the distance between the center of the
transducer to the center of the reflector, andC2 is tire distancebetweenthe center
of the reflector to the focal point of the target. The constraint on the all points
constitutins tire reflector is
a1*a2:ft

( 3- 6 )

rn'lrereo1 and a2 are the arbitrary paths betrveen the transducer and reflector
and the reflector and the target, respectively.The variables C1,C2,a1,and a2 are
shown graphicalif in Figure 3-3. In designing the reflector, the ralues of C1 and
C2 ate chosen to accomodate the height of the transducer from the reflector and
tire inner radius of the tube under examination.
This locus of points can be found in an r - y coordinate system (see Figure
3-3) bv substitutins
a 1: ( C y - A ) ;

az:

(Cz-*)2+a2

(3-7)

into Equation (3-6), 'ivhichgives

(cr-v)+

- r)2 1y2 : C t * C z

(3-8)

The above equation can be simplifed to:
l

U:

^

,*(x'-2C2ri

(3-8)

ot
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Figure 3-3. Locus of points correspondingto the paralloiic reflector
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for the 2-dimensionalrepresentationof the reflector. Equation (3-8) representsthe
curve of tire the cross section through the center of a three-dimensional reflector.
The curve for the 3-dimensional reflector can be found by rotating the above
equation radially about the line x : C2, u'hich is
Ct.
=2+ (, - cil2 : 2cz(y*
2'
- t

(3-e)

rn'lrere: is perpendicular to the r. - y plane. This insuresthat the distancefrom a
given point on the reflector and the focal point of the target remain constant for
any point on the reflector with the same corresponding ordinate or y value. The
ordinate value of the points must be equal to include all points on the reflector
that have the same travel tirne from the unfocused transducer.
Notice that the reflector shape is independent of the height at which the
transducer is located. r,'ariableCt. Thus, the position of the transducer is not
that critical and makes implementation simpler, although the reflector shape is
dependent on the distance from the center of the reflector to the focal point, C2,
which malies its application very specific in terms of tube sizes tested. There are
several more drarvbacks to this system, as discussedin the following paragraphs.
Even though the reflector is independent of.Cy the effect of beam spreading
puts constraints on using this attractive feature of parabolic reflectors. In the
farfeild region. an approximation of the beam spread angle is given [We169]:
A :2sin-1(.5;)

(3- 10)

rn'here,4 is the beam-spread angle, ) is the wavelength of the ultrasonic echo
and D is the diameter of the transducer element. In our appiication, the center
frequency of the transducer is 2ONIHzand has a diameter of 0.25", which wiil
produce a beam spread angle of.2.670. Considering the fact that the ultrasonic
beam will be confined by the transducer apparatus in measuring steam generator
tubing, the beam will becomedistorted if the distance C1 is too large.
The usageof an unfocusedtransducer usins a paraboiic reflector introduces
several problems concerninq the perfornlA:rci-',l '':-, :r:Sector an<l the construc-

oo

.1J

travel time and focal point are designedto produce meaningful measurements,but
noticing thai the incident angle of the ultrasonic beam is not normal to the target.
The greater tire incident angle becomes, the more energy is reflected away from
the detectable beam-feild of the transducer. This is shown graphically in Figure
3-4. where the dashed lines represent information that is reflected awav from the
receiving system. Thus, tire entry angle must be as small as possibleto produce a
bearn traveling in almost parallel lines of direction. In designingthis system, the
user can not \,'ar)'the aperture at '"r'hichthe incident beam hits the target because
this feature is governed soiely by the reflector focal length, C2. which is a fixed
quantity'*'hen a specifictube size is chosen.
It shouid be noted that tirere is some interest in scanning at oblique angles
with the intent of detectingedgesor cracksin the material. The motivation behind
using this scanning technique is to obtain a better vanta,gepoint of the flau' or
edge rvhen these discontinuitiesin the material are not prominent under normal
angle scanning. This technique is presentedin Chaptet 1\r', where the ph1'sical
principles behind transmission and reflection of an incident beam at an oblique
angle are discussedin great detail, with correspondingexperimental results.
In terms of constructing a parabolic rnirror, the reflector should have the
correct curr.ratureand smoothness at ever5:point on the reflector to produce the
optirnal results. To produce a mirror of such quality rn'ould be very expensive
and. due to its limited applications, would be verv impractical. In consulting a
representativefrom the Harrisonic Laboratories,Inc., he conveyedthat producing
a mirror of such small size ( approximately .5" in diameter) correspondingto the
correct curvature and neccessa,ry
smoothnesscould not be reasonablyconstructed
s'ithout great difficultl'. Thus, the unfocused transducer is not recommended for
tube measurementssinceit can not provide adaptive focussingwithout, distortion
due to inherant constraints on the reflector and can not be readily obtained.
Reflector S"vstemsUsing FocussedIncident Beams.

An effective focussing

techniclueis using a sphericallr'-focusedtransducer combined with two types of
reflectors; one is a partial ellipsiod and the other is a flat plane surface. The
,.chematicfor tire clliptical focussingsystem can be seenin Figure 3-5, u'here the
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Figure 3-5. Eliiptical focussings1'stem
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tu,'o focuss points of the ellipse correspond to the focal point of the transducer and
the inspection point of the target.

In developing this reflector, first the locus of

poiuts at the midsection of the reflector will be defined and tiren u'ill be rotated
to encompass the entire reflector. The variables used in tire derir,ation of the midsection ellipse are defined belo'*' and can be seen graphicall)'in

Figure 3-6:

CI : the distance from the focal point of transducer to the origin of the reflector.
C2 : the distance from the origin of the reflector to the focal point of the target.
00 : tL" angle rotation of the major axis of the ellipse u'ith respect to the e axis.
U0: displacement of ellipse frorn the origin in the y direction.
r0:

displacement of ellipse from the origin in the r direction.

t' :

r-coordinate rotated an angle dg.

yt -

y-coordinate rotated an angle dg.

rb :

ditplacement z6 rotated an angle 06.

y6 :

displacement yg robated an angle dg.
The locus of points for this reflector must satisfi' the belou' constraint:

a1*a2:la

/q
lJ -

a r \

rr.l

in order for the reflected beams to have uniform travel time from the radiating
sourcelocated point (0, Cr) to the focal point of the target located at (C2,0). The
variables a1 and a2 are arbitrar.v beam paths from the transducer to the reflector
and from the reflector to the target, respectively,and 2a is the specifiedlength
of the major axis of the ellipse. If the center of the reflector corresponds to the
center of the incident beam tiren the followins relationship will hold:

C1*C2:!,q

(3 - 12)

ln'irichis shorn'ngraphicalll in Figure 3-6. \\rhen the abor.'econstraint is not adhered
to, then the traveling distance. 2a. becomesa fi'eevariable in the system. This can
be seengraphically in Figure 3-7. though the variation in the tr:rvel distance does
not buy us anvthing in terms of reflector focusins performance, as is discussed
later on.
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The focal length, c, of the elliptical reflector (shou'nin Figure 3-6) is given
by

(3- 13)

Cf + C22

u'hich is sirnplS'half the distance between the two foci of the ellipse. Since the
focal points of the ellipse lie on the ordinate and abscissa,respectively (see Figure
3-6), the major axis of the eliipseis a iine intersecting both of these points which
means the ellipse ri'ill be rotated b1' some angle, d6. This angle of rotation can be
determined by the follou'ing rclationship:

d o : " i rr-1 (

C1

(3 - 14)

\/IJTTA

The displacementsfrom the origin in the r-y coordinate system can be determined by finding the center of the ellipse. The center of the ellipse can be found
by taking the midpoint between the two focal points which corresponds to point
(ro, yo). The value of z6 and yg is given by

C2
2

Cr
r

9 U -

(3 - 15)

2

The equation of tire ellipse can be simplified by expressingthem in the rotated
rt-yt coordinate system. The dispiacementsfrom the origin in the rt-yt coordinate
system, z/g and a'g,axegiven by
,'0 : *0"osd6 * Ygsingg-

U'o: -*o"in1g * ygco-s1g

( c z 2- c r 2 )

(3- 16)

2JcJ + c7
crcz

(3 - 17)

2\E + c*

Usins this information. tire equation of the rotated ellipse can be written as
, t
t ,
\A -y0)
,
'

6

z

0

, t
L z
(r -r0)
)
-

I

w h e r ea i s g i v e n ,a n d c i s k n o * ' n f r o n E q u a t i o n' 3 - 1 2 r a n d b :

(3 - 18)

\G41.
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Tire three-dimensional formulization of the ellipse is obtained by rotating the
two-dimensional ellipse about the line y :

(-CtlCz)"

* Ct. This will give an

eouation of the form:
t

I

t , 2

(1'-r0)
,

, , - U o
r ),
, \U
,--,.)

2

,

, z'

-i;- -:-

r

0.

(3- 1e)

in rn'hichz is perpendicular to r-y plane and has not been rotated like r/ and y/.
Equation (3-19) exists for tire spaceconcurring with the following constraints:

* 2 + y 2 < , 2a n dr = + : r * C r ,

( 3 - 20)

*'here r is the defined by the inner radius of the reflector apparatus. In our present
svstem,r correspondsto 0.3E3".
For the elliptical reflector, two focal points are used, one of r','hichcorresponds
to the focal point of the transducer, u'hile the other is maintained on the target
surface. The focal point of the transducer acts like a point source such that the
transducer height must be fixed and located a height equal to or greater than the
focal length of the transducer. The other focal point on the target must also be a
fixed quantity so as to describethe locus of point of the reflector. This suggests
that botir the system remains fixed for all measurements,which severely lirnits its
flexibility.
Sirnilar to the caseof the parabolic reflector, the elliptical mirror is very difficult to manufacture such that the surface will accurately reflect beams emanating
from a psuedopoint sourceonto the specifiedfocal point of the target. One of the
problems of this reflector is that it is assumingthat the incident beams are derived
from a point source. A point sourceis impossibleto emulate directly, becausethe
pizioelectric device would not be sufficiently Iarge enough to transmit the required
energ\rto penetrate the material. The point source can be simulated by using a
sphericallyfocusedtransducer. rvherethe focal point of the transducer is taken to
be the point sourceof tire reflector. Tire :',s':',i - .:.' r '::.., rr-illalso be subject

A 1
tl-

effectivenessof the mirrors capability to transfer all available acoustic energy onto
the target.
Further detriments to the performance of the elliptical reflector are due to
the fact that the incident bea,mwill be askern'to the normal of the target. In the
previous derivation where a parabolic reflector n'as used, it was shown that this
causes distortion in the measured signal. To minimize this error) the ellipticai
reflector can be designed (b1' ciroosing an appropiate vaiue for a) so that a smaller
portion of the mirror is used. This will tend to decreasethe incident angie beam
penetrating the target, and, consequentll',the distortion in the signal is also reduced. There is a drawback to using a smaller reflector area, rvhich is that the
focused beam becomesmore sensitive to surface imperfections. Another result of
varl-ing a, which can be obseri'ed from Figure 3-7, is the increase of the incident
angle of the central portion of the beam. Sincethe majority of energy is contained
near the center of the beam profile, the optimal reflector should direct the center
of the beam towards the target in a normal fashion. This corresponds to the case
where a is given by Equation 3-12. As stated earlier, the cost to produce a mirror
of such clualitv containing inflexible focusing characteristics is impractical for our
application.
The final reflector system (coupled with a focused transducer) considered is
one u'hich utilizes a flat surface orientated at a 45o angle. The flat surface reflector
translates the direction of the focused beam 90o, as shown in Figure 3-8. It can
be seen that for the beam to be focused to a point on the target, the total travel
path (from transducer to target) is equivalentto the focal length of the transducer
(see Figure 3-8). This constraint can be u'ritten as
Ct * Cz : f :

focal length of transducer

(3- 21)

wlrere C1 and C2 are defined, as before, as the displacements of the transducer
and target from the reflector. The onl-"*requirements in the implementation of this
reflector s5'stem is that the height of the transducer must be mobile for different
tube diameters. and that the distance from tarset to the reflector, C2, is less
than tire focal length of the transducer. lp or-rri-rrl,iication. the tube/transducer
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The three-dimensional forrnulization of the ellipse is obtained by rotating the
two-dimensionai ellipse about the line y :

(-CtlCil*

* Ct

This will give an

eouation of the form:
,
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( 3- 1 e )

in rn'hichz is perpendicular to r-y plane and has not been rotated iike c/ and y/.
Equation (3-19) exists for the spaceconcurring with the following constraints:

1 2 + y 2 < 1 2a n d r = - # r * C t ,

(3- 20)

vu'herer is the defined by the inner radius of the reflector apparatus. In our present
system, r correspondsto 0.3E3".
For the eiliptical reflector. two focal points are used, one of which corresponds
to the focal point of the transducer, '*'hile the other is maintained on the target
surface. The focal point of the transducer acts like a point source such that the
transducer height must be fixed and located a height equal to or greater than the
focal length of the transducer. The other focal point on the target must also be a
fixed quantity so as to describe the locus of point of the reflector. This suggests
that both the system remains fixed for all measurements,which severely lirnits its
flexibility.
Sirniiar to the caseof the parabolic reflector, the elliptical mirror is very difficult to manufacture such that the surface will accurately reflect beams emanating
from a psuedopoint sourceonto the specifiedfocal point of the target. One of the
problems of this reflector is that it is assumingthat the incident beams are derived
from a point source. A point sourceis impossibieto emulate directly, becausethe
pizioelectric device would not be sufficiently large enough to transmit the required
energ1rto penetrate the materiai. The point source can be simulated by using a
spherically focusedtransducer. ',r'herethe focal point of the transducer is taken to
be the point sourceof the reflector. The psuedo-pointsource will also be subject
to error due to the propertl' of bcarn spreading. This spreading will hinder the

r

Transducer

PI,ANE REFLECTOR

Figure 3-E. Plane surface reflector svsrem

Target

, o
't.)

assembly' can accomoder,teadjusting the transducer height. Also for the
tral.sd.ucer
used. the focal length is given as a 0.5" and the tubes that ne are dealing
with in
the present investigations are 0.661" in diameter.
In the plane reflector svstem, the sypl5letry of the beam rvith respect
to the
normal of the incident plane is preserved after reflection. Thus, the
beam penetrating the target is symmetric u'ith respect to the normal of the target
and
elirninates this source of distortion.

The entry angle is fixed in the case of the

flat surface reflector because i1 i-s governed by the focusing cha,racteristics
of the
transducer itself. So, it would be beneficial in the sense of mininrizing
the incident
angle to have the longest possible focal lcngth ar,'ailable, thougir often
transducer
focusing perfolmance will deteriorate greatly when the focal length
becomes too
large' In choosing the optimal reflector system, the plane surfa,ce
reflector seems
to be the most simpie and effective svstem to implement.

In terms of manufa,c-

turing, one can obtain very high degrees of smoothness in a flat
surface reflector
at noDimal costs. Also, the plane reflector system allorvs for
focal point to be
adjustable and move as the transducer moves. Thus, this provides
flexibility in
the examination of different size tubes and includes the possibility
of adjusting
the focal point into a target for usage in other tSrpesof scanning
techniques. The
other reflectors described in this chapter provide the added
feature of focussing
enhancement. rvhereas there is none provided with the plane
reflector, alihough
inirerent complexities exists irt their production and implementation
make them
an unrriabie aiternative to the plane reflector. Therefore, the plane
reflector is best
suited for tube/support plate measurements because it provides
accurate focussinq
i,vhile remaining ver}' simple and flexible to use.
The implementa.tion of this rcflector can be seen in Figure
3-g, where the
tra'nsducer is fixed inside the reflector irousing. The reflector
housing has two
rubber o-rings at each end to protide the ability to move
axially and radially
u'ithin the tube structule and lct sufficient stability during
measurements. Also
tirese o-rings provide a seal to hold the rvater in, u'hich is
neccessary for the
transmission of sound. Tiris rcicctor assembly provides a method
of compjetelv
scanning the tube strucrurr.

A A

++

Fisure 3-9. Reflector Assembh'
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CHAPTER I\/
OB L IQU EA N GLE SCANNING

Introduction
Oblique angle scanning (OAS) provides the automatic rejection of 'a' echoes
(tube echoes)t'hile still preserving the information-bearing 'b' echoes(support
pla,teechoes)in the backscatteredsignal [San87].In general,as the scanningangie
varies, the degree of refraction and reflection and energy transfer that occurs at
each interface changes dramatically and complicates tire evaluation of detected
multiple echoes. Thus, for this technique to be most effective the choice of the
oblique angle must be conducive to the optimality criterion, rn'hich means the
scanning angle must be chosen to reject a sufficient amount of 'a' echoes and
maximize the energy of 'b' echoesin the received signal. Besides satisfying the
optimality criterion, the scanning angle is confined by system constraints such
as the range of detection of the transducer or the physical dimensions of the
tube/support structure. In this study, the relationship betweenthe scanningangle
and the beam interactions at each boundary are given explicitly and analyzed to
satisfy the optimalitv criterion.

Theoretical Analvsis
The effect of refraction and reflection in the oblique angle scanning of a simplified planar tube/support structure is illustrated in Figure 4-1. \,lode conversion
is evident at the liquid/solid interface, wh.ere the incident bearrr penetrates an
elastic medium (solid) and creates two transmitted waves, one longitudinal and
the other shear. The propagation of these two waves differs in intensity, direction,
and velocity. Horvever,liquids do not support the propagation of shear wavessince
they are ineiastic bJ' nature. The effect of mode conversion at the solid interface
increasesthe nurnber of leverberant echoestremendousiv.
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TRANSDUCER
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STEEL SUPPORT PLATE

Figure 4-1. Planar model of oblique angle scanning of tube'/supllort structure
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The redirection of the incident energy is governed b1,
Snell,s Larv:
sin9t _sin9z
_sinjz
un
un
us2

(4- 1)

u'lrere 0; and 1i are the angles (measured with
respect to the normal of the boundary) and u1; and ?'s?'are the velocities of the longitudinal
and shear waves, respectivell', in the given medium z (rvhere medium
1 is liquid and rnedium 2 is soiid).
As can be seen from the above equation, the velocities
of the rvaves before and
after impinging the boundar,u*determine the
degree of refraction or reflection. The
velocitv of the longitudinal u'ave is approximateiy
twice that of the shear wave in
most materiais. t'hich infers that the longitudinal
rvane rvill have greater refraction
than the shear wave for oblique angles.
The reflections and refractions that take place
in the tube structure eliminate
'a'
tire detection of
echoes bJ' directing the backscattered echoes
away from the
transducer' This can be seen in Figure 4-2 (only
the longitudinal class ,a, echoes
are shown for visuzrl clarity'). If the first reflectecl
wave is out of the detection
rang-e' then all subsequent reverberations rn,ill
not be detected since the returning
echoes are shifted lateralll' as the reverberations
progress. The composite effect of
this shifting "l'ill result in a greater rate of
decay of the ,a, echoes. It can be shown
from Equation 19 that as tire scanning angle
is increasecl. the further the beams
are reflected au'ay from the transducer. Thus,
a lou,er bound on the scanning
angie can be constructed to eliminate a
significant amoult of ,a, echoes. This
lower bound, 7rnrin, ca' be derived from
the geometry of Figure 4-2,

^
1
, B \
u l n t i n;tan-',rrj,

(4-r\

rvhere X1 is the path distance from the
transducer to target and B is the beam
field for cla'ss 'a' rejection criteria. For example,
the 20 tr{Hz transducer used to
obtain experimental data has a detection
beam field of approxima tel1, 2mm and
a target dista'ce of 1.5 cm. ri'hich correspond.s
to a minimum angle of 1.90.
'b'
'a'
LTnlike the
echoes. the
echoes are preserved since the angle of incidence
of the returning echoes is equivalent to tire
initiai incident beam. Figure 4-3
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TRJT.NSDUCER

SUPPORf, PLATE

Figure 4-2. Progression of reverberations of
usine OAS

'a'

echoes s'hich are rejected
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TRANSDUCER

SUPPORS PLATE

Figure 4-3. Progressionof rc'r'erberation,.
of 'b' echoesusing OAS within
t i i e t u b e / s u l ) l o r tI r l a t es t : ' r " ' , r : ,
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illustrates the oblique angle scanning reverberation process for the 'b' echoes,not
showing the shear waves or the 'a' echo patterns to simplify the figure. Although
the returning 'b' echoeshave been unaltered in terms of direction in the refraction
process, the 'b' echoes har.'ebeen shifted laterally similar to the 'a' echoes as
previousll,'discussed.As the scanning angle increases,the refracted anglesincrease
and the lateral shifting becomes rnore dominant. Thus, to capture a mininum
number of reverberations, an upper bound on the scanning angle. |Irno* may be
found b1'examining the geometrl'of Figure 4-3. rvhichgivesthe following equation:

:ffi
cos01

(4-3)

where d1 is the incident angle, d2 is the longitudinal refracted angle, D is the tube
thickness,N is the minimum number of returning echo paths detected, and B is
tlre known beam field. Using Snell'sLau', Equation 21 can be solvedto find 0r*or.

0I*o"

:

-cin

fork<1

(4-4)

where
.

l- -

ut1

--:-:

and

q:

U trt

B

2ND

The above equation can be used to examine the nurnber of possible 'b' echoesthat
can be detected. For example, using a tube thickness of 1 mm and requiring five
reverberations to be within the detection field forces an upper bound on incideni
angle. 0Irro, -- 2.7o. In practice, the incident angle d1, must be boundedby 01*;n
and 01rror. i.e.,

9l*in101 19Lro,

(4-5)

In general, the above condition ma1' not be satisfied if the value of N exceedsthe
physical limits of the system. If the above example is modified, so that there are
ten required reverberations.the result is 01^o, - 7.4o,which is contradictory to
the optimal criterion. Ecluation -1-5simplifies the analysis of the energy transfer
functions of the reverberant rube,/supportplate structure considerably.
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During the reverberation process of oblique angie scanning. there are three
t5rpesof mode-boundary u'ave interactions that occur. These are circled in Figure
4-4 and labeled case 1,2, and 3. AI1 three have different energy transfer charac'b' echoes in some way. The
teristics and contribute to the development of the
Iongitudina,l wave incident on a liquid/soiid boundarl, is referred to as case 1, as
shown in Figure 4-4. Case 1 interface determines hou' much energ)' is transmitted
into the tube wall. whicir should be maximized to reduce the amount of energy
that is lost on initial penetration of the tube w'all. Case 2 correspondsto the situa,tionwhere a longitudinal beam is incident on a solid/liquid boundary in which
its energ,r'transfer characteristics describe horv much energy leaks out of the tube
wall and the degree of mode conversion. In order to increase the energy of the
'b' echoes.transmissioninto the water gap should be maximized. Case 3 refers to
a shear u'ave incident on a solid/liquid boundarl' and has optimai requirements
similar to case 2. The explicit solutions for tire energy transfer functions (i.e.,
shear and longitudinal) of these casesare known [Bre80,Ervi57],assuming that the
incident beam is a plane harmonic rvave and that the boundary is homogeneous
(in'hich means that energy is conserved).
\\Iave generation for case 1 consists of one reflected rn'aveand two transmitted
wavesin rn'liichthe energy relationships with respect to the incident beam are given
below:
,?r',2
\

l - '

: l

g1.'

, - Z 1 G y G s 2 * G s 2 c o s 2 } ^ ' t z J - G 1 2 s i n 2l 2 ^ r z , l, .^+

'

Z l G p G r 2 * G r 2 c o s 2 2 1 z* G p s i n 2 2 y z

,g2 ,2 : 4pyt.an01
,
t

tA'

r( rA
i,2
/ : 2:_

'

G r2cos212

(4-7)

t"2to"02

4pttan|l ,

Gnsin2it

r*-rl

e\

- ( ) l

,l 2

i\4= -_ ' lR \

rvhere subscript 1 indicates the propagating medium is water, and subscript 2
indicates tire propagating medium is inconel (hardened steel). The variablesused
in all three casesreDresent:
ip;: The intensity of the longitudinal rvave in region i
gt;: The intensity of the reflected longitudinal wave in region i

it

TRANSDUCER

ko.rre

SI'PPORT

PLASE

Figure 4-4. The three cases of refraction and reflection scenarios encountered during tire reverbera,tion process rvithin the trrire/ support plate
structure
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{;: The intensity of the shear wave in region i
df : The intensitl' of the reflected shear rvave in region i
0;: The a^ngleof the longitudinal rvave in region i
7;: The angle of the shear wave in region i
p;: The density of the region i
u1;: The velocitl' of the longitudinal wave in region i
ur;: The velocitl' of the shear wave in region i
Also, in order to simpiifl' the energy relationships, the acoustic impedance
and admittance'*'ill be defined as follows:
,7

plulr
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A

cosal

_
Gn:
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lJlq
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----:

cosA2

1
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Zs2:
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_
1
Gs2: Zs2

(4-e)

(4- 10)

',r'hele subscripts / and -* refer to the longitudinal and shear waves, respectively.
The energl' conversion characteristics of the reflected and refracted waves are examined using computer simulation, and the r,'alueof the parameters used in this
simulation are

p 1 : 1 . 0 0 (g l " * 3 )

r.'/l : 7.4E3(knzfsec)

P 2: 8 . 5 1g( l c,n 3 )

t'/2 :

/

/ - ^ /

1

I

o ' + i u ( N n ?/ s e c )

0s1 : 0.000(kmlsec)
rts2: 3.302(kmlsec)

The intensitl'of the normalized rvavesyersus tlie incident angle, 01, a' e shown
in Figure 4-5.

In keeping u'ith tire previous constraints of d1 being less than

approximately Jo. the arnount of energv transmitted into the medium is relatively
constant in this int,erval. This can be assessedby observing the reflected energy,
(p\lpi2,

i.r this interval. As can be seen from Figure 4-5c and d, changing the

incident angle would onh' transfer the energy from one mode to the other. It is
important to point out tirat tire amount of transmitted shear wave is significantly
smaller than the lonsituclir:zr- r','ar-eoler tire angles of interest.
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(ai -{ geometrical representation of refracted and reflected

waves for case 1 u'here (b),(.) and (d) shou' the respective intensities of
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\'aves as a furrction of d1
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The energl' relationships betrveen the transmitted and reflected waves with
respect to the incident beam for case 2 are as follows:
, ? 2 ' , 2 : t , Z 1 G p G 1 2- G r 2 c o s 2 2 l *z G p r i r r 2 2 1 2 , 2
' " r '
t

,g1 ,2:
'*'

ZtGn ,.
'^42'l2l'-

. / . 2, 2'

(4 - 1
' -r )\

921

, 4 ' 2 ', 2 : \ u, uns )2 , 4 t a n o 2 s i n 2 2 o 2 , , 9 2 ' , 2
'*'
p2l
@itL-

(4 - 13)

The plot of the intensity of normalized waves against the range of incident angles,
91, is sho'"r'nin Figure 4-6. Figure 4-6b reveals that in the transmitted energy,
@tlp)2

, maximization occurs when the scanningangle is minimized. This mini-

mization also resuits in making the longitudinal rn'avesmore dominant, and mode
conversion becomesnegligible at this interface.
The energJ'relationshipbetweenthe transmitted and reflectedwavesand the
incident wave for ca,se3 are:
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The aboveenerg)'relationshipsversusthe incident angle, d1, can be seenin Figure
4-7. Figure 4-7b indicates that the transmitted energy, (ptl$2)2 into the water
gap u'ill increaseby iucreasing the incident angle. This will also result in increasing
mode conversion.
In consolidating the results of the three previous paragraphs, it becomes apparent that minimization of the shear $'aves and mode conversion wouid be concurrent with the optimalitl' criteria. This is supported by the fact that cases1
and 2 are not efficient in producing shear waves. Furthermore, in comparing cases
2 and 3 as far as effectivenessin transmiiting energy into the water gap, case 2
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Figure 4-6.

(") A geonetrical representation of re{ractecl and reflected

waves for case 2 rn'here(b),(.) and (d) sirou'the intt:nsities of the refracted (trt i and reflected t;t,,.t'lrr \\'avesas a functiou of 61
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transmits considerabl_vrnore energ]'. Thus, the smallest scanning angie should be
chosen in order to minimize the energ)' lost in mode conversion and to maximize
the intensity of the 'b' echoes.

OAS Experimental Patterns
Oblique angle measurements were made using planar and tubular multilayered models. Within the permissablerange of scanning angles given in Equation
4-5, experimental results have been found to be concurrent with theoretical predictions. Planar measurementswere taken using severalangles inside and outside the
'b' echoes
bounds describedb1' Equation 4-5, showing hou' the characteristicsof
are affected as a function of the incident angle. Similar results were observed using the tubular model. Both planar and tubular measurementsdemonstrated the
effectivenessof OAS in recovering information from the target hidden by a highly
reverberant thin iayer.
The setup for the planar OAS measurementsis similar to that shown in Figure
4-1. The front layer thicknessis 2 mm, a target distance of 5 cm, and the 3-dB
beam field of the transducer used is approximately 6 mm. The constraints on the
incident angle are I.74o < 01 I 4.750 where at least five reverberations are within
the 3-dB beam field. The three measurementsare shown in Figure 4-8, where the
scanning angies are 0.350,1.940,and 5.100. In Figure 4-8a, class 'a' echoesare
interfering u'ith'b'echoes which makes direct evaluation difficult. As the angle
is increasedto 1.94o(shorn'nin Figure 4-8b), 'a' echoesare completely eliminated
from the region of interest. The 'b' echoes are clearly visible bearing minimal
distortion. If the angle is increasedfurther to 5.10, then the 'b'echoes decreasein
magnitude, as sho'n'nin Figure 4-8c, due to the lateral shifting of the echoesout
of the detectablefield of the transducer,as discussedearlier. In addition, spurious
echoesare present due to the effect of mode conversion.
The tubular rneasurementsusing OAS are shown in Figure 4-9. These measurernents follow the constraints calculated in the theoretical analysis, in which
tlre scanning angle used rn'asapproximately 20. Figure 4-9a shows the results of
the OAS of the tube structure rvithout the support plate behind it, displaying

c9

/h\

Figure 4-8. oAS experimental results from the planar model, rvherei' (a)
0 t : . 3 5 o :( b ) P r : I . g 4 o ;a n d ( c ) 0 1 : b . I o
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rejected and distorted 'a' echoes

(')

0.Opscc

10.0glcc

backscatteredechoesfrom support plate

(b)
0.0pscc

10.0prec

Figure 4-9. OAS experimental results from tubular modeis: (a) shorn'sthe
A-scan of the tube u,'all,and (b) shou'sthe A-scan of the tube rvall with
the support plate behind it
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onh' 'a' echoes. The rejection of 'a' echoes is evident, although more noise is
observed because the measurements are taken in an enclosed space and all the reverberant echoes are trapped within the structure. Figure 4-9b shor','sthe OAS of
the tube/support

plate, in n'hich the 'b' echoes are clearly visible and resolvabie.

These results can be beneficial in characterizing the support plate integrity
important

. It is

to mention that the oblique angle scanning scheme performs well for the

ca,servhere the target is orientated in such a manner to reflect a sufficient amount
of energl' tou'ards the transducer [I(up82].
examining multilavered

In general. OAS can be employed in

structures where cracks or flaws are present and normal

incident scannine Droves ineffective.
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CHAPTER V
ECHO CANCELLATIONTECHNIQUES

Introduction
As shou'n in the previous chapter, the elimination of the 'a' echoesrn'ill implove the visibilty of the 'b' echoes significantly. Cancellation of 'a' echoes by
rneans of signal processing techniques is more generally applicable than oblique
angle scanning. This procedure involves obtaining a reference signal of a tube
structure rvhich is comprised of oniy 'a' echoesand subtracting it from the measured tube/suppport plate signal containing both 'a' and 'b' echoes. The effectiveness of this rnethod depends primarily on how well the 'a' echoesof the reference
signal are "rnatched" to those in the measured signal. I{atching of t}re 'a,' echoes
is in turn dependent on how similar the measurement systems and targets are to
one another. Tire implementation of echo cancellation can be done in the analog or digital domain in which each implementation has different echo matching
capabilities. This chapter contains the analysis and physical considerations of
the implementation of echo canceiiation, analog and digital, and corresponding
experirnental performances.

Anaiog Echo Cancellation
The basic measurernent s1'sternintroduced in Chapter 3 has several parameters that can be adjusted to improve the matching characteristicsof the analog
echo cancellation s1'stem.The stagesof the measurementsystem are shorn'nin Figure 5-1 witir an associatedtransfer function assignedto each stage. To implement
analog echo cancellation.t\\'o verv similar measuring systems are needed,one to
produce the referencesignal and the other to obtain the tube/support plate signal.
The differencesin the measurementsystemscan be compensatedfor using various
controls invoivins tire qencration of the transmitted echo, synchronizationof the
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two signals.and appropriate matching of the gain of each svstem. The subtraction
of the two sisnals rvill be optinrized in a least mean squares (LN'IS) sensern'here
the output energ1'of the signal will be minimized.
The initial pulser unit has a dampening control to determine the intensity
and duration of the pulse that excitesthe piezioelectricelement of the transducer.
To see the effect of this on the generated echo. Figure 5-2 shot's the generated
echo and its spectrai components for va,rious degrees of dampening. As more
dampening is applied. the rrore narrou'band the echo becomes and therefore loses
resolution. in addition tire energy transmitted into the medium is much lower
and wili result in poor signal-to-noise ratio. The dampening is needed to prevent
transducer overexcitation u'hich results in a prolonged echo with many lower frequenciesassocia,tedrvith it knorvn as "ringing". Ringing in the signal will interfere
u'ith the resolving of primary echoesespecially in a highly reverberant environment. In most instances, Trace 6 demonstrates optimal dampening producing an
eciro with minimal ringing. This dampening control can compensate for different
pulser units and improve matching of the two piezioelectricelements.
The sychronization of the two signals can be accomplished by triggering both
devices from the same source, except aliou'ing for an adjustable delay on the
reference signal. This adjustable delay will be determined by ths minimization of
the power of the subtractedresult. The control systemmust be verv sensitivesince
the subtraction of high frequenciessignals out of phase will produce large errors.
Other problems with the s)'nchronizationof 'a'echoesis that the distancebetween
reverberent echoesma,1'differ due to unequal tube thiclinessesof the targets. One
solution is to use a referencetube with slou'ly changing tube thicknessto improve
matching in the signal parameters. Thus, optimization would now have to occur
in tu,'o dimensions. u'hich will complicate the procedure tremendousll'.
Another dimension to eciro matching is the gain of the trvo broadband amplifiers at the output of the measuring system of Figure 5-1. The optimization
of the gain of the trvo systemsis accomplishedby matching the largest peaks of
both signals. The complete optimization procedure of the entire system is shown
in Figure 5-3. The dashedlines representcontrol features of this syst,em.
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Figure 5-2. \,'arious generated echoes and correspondinEt magnitude spectrum for different degrees of dampening
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The ph1'sical realization of this autornatic control s1'stemis not included in
this report due to the complexitl' of the problem itself, although to determine the
effectivenessof this system, the control parameters were adjusted manually. The
experimental results for the cancellation of two isolated measurements of single
echoes can be seen in Figure 5-4. The two measurements of Figure 5-4a and b
were talien using two identical pulser units (Panametric 5052 PR) and two very
simiiar 5\4Hz broadband transducers. The resulting cancellationshown in Figure
5-4c is 18dB down from the referencesignal. This indicates that analog echo
cancellation produces sufficient reduction with signals of very high frequencies. In
the case of reverberant echoes.similar results can be seen in Figure 5-5, where
Figure 5-5c sho',1'sconducsive echo cancellation performancet as in the previous
illustration. These expcrimental results suggest that analog echo cancellation is a
'b' echoes.
viable technique to improve the visibility of the

Digital Echo Cancellation
The digital implementation of the echo cancellation technique consists of a
single measuring system.,described earlier, in which the output signal is sampled
using a high speed digitizer. Since only one measuring svstem is utilized, measurements are better matched than in the analog case. Also, this implementation
allorn'sfor greater flexibility in terms of post-measurement processing techniques
to improve cancella,tion. A problem inherent in digitizing the signal is the noise
introduced in the cancellation signal causedby jitter in the digitized signals and
quantization error.
Large errors can be expected from the subtraction of two sparsely sampied
signals that are out of phase b1' small delays. This is the casefor the piesent digitizer s1's16m.r'r'herethe sanpling rate is 200 \{Hz and the ultrasonic backscattered
signais are centered approximately at 20 \{Hz, q'hich correspondsto 10 samples
per period. One can expect errors as iarrgeas 30% of the reference signal for this
s)'stern.An example of this is shorvnin Figure 5-6, rvhere(a) is a single echo witir
10 samplesper period, (b) is the same as (a) except delayedone-half the sampling
period. and (c) is the resultant subtraction of (a) and (b). Thus, sychronizationof
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single
pulser

(a)

echo
I

of

single
inverted
echo of Pulser II

fb)

(c)

of analog
results
of the
addition
above signals

Fi--.r-'.c5--1. Analog cancellation of tt,o separa,teiv genelateci single eciroes
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(a)

(b)

generated
signal
I
by Pulser

signal
inverted
generated by
pulser II

(c) results of analog
addition of the
above signals

Figure 5-5. Analos cancellation of two thin iayer measurements
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Figure 5-6. Digital subtraction of tr,vodigitized echoe-"(1(t samples per period 1 separated b)' a time delav of one-half the samplinq period.
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I I

tire maximums of the two signals q'ill not f.ield acceptable cancellation and further
processingis required.
The synchronization of the tv'o signals can be accomplished using time shift
interpolation. The tirne shift. ), is implemented by introducing a phase shift in
the frequenct' domain given b1':
., N-l

s[(n - ))7] _ : \ -

N / .
&=0

^,

fr.

; 2 z r J J -k; 2 z r ) k

S(^7).'-T-e-r-T-

where T is the sarnpiing period, N is the number of samples and .g(fi)
DFT of tlre signal, s(r). The time shift, ), ranges from -lf2

(5-1)

is the

to rl2. In order to

synchronize tire signals independently of each other, the signals are shifted such
that tire largest peak of the sampledsignal is maximized in the interpolated signal.
To find the proper phase shift, a search procedure, shown in Figure b-2,
iteratively finds the relative maximum around a given sample point. In the first
iteration, the signal is shifted an initial deiay (usually ^ :

I12) in both directions,

comparing the maximums and making the appropriate shift. The same procedure
follows for the next iteration, except that the time shift used is one-half of the
pre"'iousshift. This total time shift (phaseshift) can be thought of as a summation
of infinite series Eiven br':
o o . ;

l\ :

\
/ -t \ '
)
.
(
;
). ) ' a -,
rJ

r v h e r ea i :

1 nositiveshift
[
j 0 no shift
( -1 negativeshift

(5 - 2)

This series rvill ahva,1's
converge since the infinite series IEo(f /Z)i converges,
u'hich is greater than or equal to the absolute r,'alueappiied to each of the terms of
the infinite ser-iesin Equation 5-2. Generally,a good estimate of the shift can be
found in ten iterations. This will guaranteethat the maximum peak is with 10-3
of the sampled point u'hich will significantll' reduce the error observed in Figure
c-b.
As for the problem of t,ackgroundnoise. a method for reducing the digitized
noise in the slsteln is to perform coherent averaging. The procedure will replace
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{lnou,

signal.srnri)

inidalize time shift,

Find the maximum of s(nT), sn

Temporarilv shift s(nT) +/- i.T to obtain
r.
the maximumof each.sm-and sm

shift s(nT)by - xT
shift s(nT) by + i,T

t_

divide,rby 2

number of
iterations= 1

Fisule 5-7. Time shift searchalgorithrl

rJ

the noise br- its expected value (a constant), assuming the processis stationary
with respect to time. In our studies.the signalswere averaged256 times.
The cumulative effect of both these techniqueson the cancellation signal is
sh.ownin Figure 5-Ed. whicir is the cancellation of two different measurementsof
reverberant echoesshorn'nin Figure 5-Ea and b. In Figure 5-8c, the cancellation
results frorn two signals that have not been interpolated but were averaged. These
results shorvthat the error signal is comparable to the analog results of the previous
section. The resuitant signal using interpolated and averaged signals given in
Figure 5-Ed shows that the error has been reduced to the point were it can be
considerednegligible.
For the caselvhere the ph1'sicaidimensionsof the tube/support structure vary
the 'a' echoes,the determination of a reference signal is more difficult. Creating
'a'
an
echo signal knorving the thickness of the tube wall would be the easiest
method, except it r,vouldalso require a priori knowlege of the impulse responseof
the system and also ti:e reflective properties of the tube wall. Another alternative
invoives using a librarl' of given referencesignals of different tube thicknesses.This
solution would require performing numerous subtraction results and accepting the
one rvith the smallest error.
Experimental results shown in Figure 5-9 display echo cancellation of reference 'a' echoeswith a tube/support plate measurement. The tube measurement
came from the same tube in the tube/support plate structure. Thus, matching the
physical parannetersof the tube was not critical in this instance. The cancellation
of the trn'osignals is shown in Figure 5-9c, rvhere the 'b' echoesenvelope is clearly
discernablealthough noise is still present, primarill'due to the tubular geometry
of the tarset.
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SUPPORT PLATE ECHOES MEASUREI{ENT I

(aJ

II
INVERTED TUBE & SUPPORT PLATE ECHOES MEASUREMENT

(b)

ANDSUBTRACTED
SYNCHRONIZED,
DIGITALLYAVERAGED,
I & II
RESULTS
OF I1EASUREMENTS

(.)

DIGITALLYAVERAGED,
I N T E R P O L A TSEYDN, C H R O N I Z
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ND
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(d)

RESULTS
SUBTRACTED
OFMEASUREMENTSI&II

Figure 5-8. Digitai echo cancellation of the trvo separa,te measurements of
(a) and (b), n'here results are given in (c.) in which no interpolation was
applied and 1d; in which interpolation rvas applied
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Figure 5-9. Digital echo canceliation of the tube mea,surement (a) and the
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSISA}iD CLASSIFICATIONOF DETERIORATEDSAMPLES

Introduction
The detection of corrosion and/or flaws in the tube/support

structure of

steam generators is essential in the prevention of tube wall denting. The detection
process is difficult to generalize since many unique patterns mav be observed in
samples that refleci similar states of deterioration.

The reflective boundaries of

deteriorated samples usually scatter the incident wave in a ranclom fashion. To
characterize these samples, some known scenarios will help dictate patterns with
different feature parameters and enable general classifications to be made. Since
these scenarios are interrelated, the decision ruie will be governed b]' some hierarchical structure to give priority to specific scenarios. This chapter contains a
general overview of the corrosion problem and experimental results that illustrate
different corrosion scenarios from which a classification procedure is derived.

Background
Corrosion of steam generator tube structures was discovered to be a probiem
in the earlr' seventies. and much research has been done since then on the corrosion
process itself [EcoEa]. The basic equation for the chemical reaction is:

3Fe * 4H2O

-

F c g O a- t 4 H 2

(6- 1)

u'here oxidation has occurred in the steel support structure. This process usually
occurs in enr-ironnellts u.hich contain a high concentration of acidic chloride.
The formed corrosion compound is about twice the volume of parent base
metal. Tlris ri-pe of corrosion is referred to as Nonprotective \,{agnetite (NPM).
An exanple oi ihis can be seen in Figure 6-1. This Figure shows the presence of a
protective ilner la1'er and nonprotective outer layer. The inner 1a5'ercorresponds

l t

CARBON STEEL

OXIDE
{PM}
ALLOY
600

OXTDE (NPMI

Figure 6-1. Example of corrosion present in the tube/support structure
(taken from [deS84])
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to Protective Magnetite (P\,,[).which is composedof fine grain textured magnetite.
and the outer iaver of Nonprotective Magnetite is composedof verv large grained
magnetite. Protective magnetite has little effect on the tube/support structure.
whereasnonprotective magnetite will fill the water gap and causepressureon the
tube wall if allowed to continue unchecked.
The nonprotective magnetite will fill the water gap.,as illustrated in the micrographsof Figure 6-2, where Figure 6-2a showsthe tubefsupport structure with
large amounts of corrosion and Figure 6-2b shows the tube/support structure
without significant corrosionbuild-up. The grou'th of corrosionhas been found to
increase with temperature and grorn'linearly during the fiIl in period of the water
gap. After the water gap has been filled, the processproceedsmuch siower due to
Iack of accessibilityof the oxidizing agentswith the steei structure. Also, minerals
in the u'ater can be trapped or absorbedin the corrosionprocess,such as Ni, -N-a,
CI,Ti, Fe, and,Si; thus, the compositionof the l{PM in the water gap mav vary.
Some of the methods of controlling corrosion rely on additives to the water,
purification of 'n'ater,and/or removalof corrodedtubes. With the use of additives,
the corrosion processis either stopped before or after build-up has occurred. The
method of inhibiting the reaction of Equation 6-1 is called nonvolatiie treatment,
in which oxdizing agents and choloric ions are neutralized. Such a treatment thus
far has not been developed to effectivelv stop corrosion growth. The removal of
corrosion also presentsa problem since in most instancesit results in erosion and
fretting of the tube wall, giving rise to tube cracks or fractures. Also, purification
of the input water is a typicai method of preventing corrosiongrowth in which the
detectionof chernicalsassociatedrvith corrosion(i.e. HCI, CuCl2. FeC12, etc.)
deternines the purification procedure.
Since these protective methods are far from being perfected,the generalprocedure for detecting the presenceof denting and corrosion is t() use strain measurement and/or flow measurementdeviceswhich are sensitive to alterations in
the tube structure. \trrhendetection occurs) the next step is the plugging of the
corroded tube. making it inoperative and isolating it from the rest of the system.
This testing procedure does not have the ablity to forewarn the user about the
developementand the degreeof corrosion,thus, further researchis warranted.
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Figure 6-2. (a) Tube/support structure exhibiting significant corrosion
gro'*'th, and (b) is a tube/support structure with minimal corrosion
growth (taken from [deS84])
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Ultrasonic imaging as shog'n earlier has the capabilitl, of determining the
status of rn'ater gap and support plate where corrosion growth emanates from.
'b'
echoes will hamper this technique
Although poor signal-to-noise ratio of the
somervhat, the incorporation of earlier discussed processing techniques will give
further opportunit]'to

characterize the support plate echoes. From Figure 6-1, it

can be seen that the corroded support plate is a rough uneven surface and one
would expect a great deal of scattering in the backsacttered signai. The net resuit
is a greatlv a,ttenuated support plate signal, which is good in the sense that it
insures the detection of corrosion. The random nature of corrosion growth results
in complicating the determination of gap size or corrosion grou'th. The next section
shows experimental resuits that will characterize several corrosion scenarios and
'a,' and tb'
their effect on
echoes.

Experimental Results
The ultrasonic evaluation of the integrity of tube/support

structures in the

presence of inhomogenuities (i.e., corrosion and/or flaws) becomes ver). difficult
and requires a, high performance measuring system.

For all data acquisitions

presented in this section. a20 MHz focused transducer rn'ith a 3-c1Bbandwidth of 10
MHz '*'as used which provided resolution of about 20 microns (1 mii) in water. The
resoiution of the transducer cannot be increased without increasing the frequency.
but in doing so, the energy of the backscattered signal will decrease significantl;'
due to absorption and scattering caused by the granular characteristics of the
material. Another important feature of this transducer is its focussing capabilities.
since the tubuiar geometrv of the target is a source of distortion as the traveling
time of the echoes varies n'ith position. Proper focussing decreasesthe spreading of
the incident beam. and. consequentiy. limits the amount of distortion introduced
to the signal. Thus. the resolution, focussing characteristics and sensitivit), of the
transducer do pla1' a significant role in its performance as discussed in Chapter 3.
Several measurements were taken to displal, predictable experimental results
corresponding to different deterioration scenarios of the tube/support

structure.

These scenarios are concerned rn'ith the detection of flar,vswithin the tube wall or
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corrosiori sror';th stemming from the support plate. This structural deterioration
will cau,.e a reduction in the energ], of the backscattered signal. although the
'a'
effects on the ciass
and class 'b' echoes differ with each scenario.
The deterioration of the tube rvall in terms of flaws and erosion results in
significant attenuation of the 'a' echoes caused by scattering. To illustrate the
effect flau's have on the reverberant patterns, two tube samples have been altered
bv driliing a tapered not,cir in depths of 100 (5mils) and 200 (lOmiis) microns.
The resulting backscattered signals can be seen in Figure 6-3. where the signai
intensitl' suffers and, as expected, is dependent on the size of the notch. For the
100 micron notch shown in Figure 6-3b. the signal intensitl' drops 6 dB compared
to the reference signal shot'n in Figure 6-3a, and in Figure 6-3c the 200 micron
notch causes the signal to decay an additional 3 dB. This confirms the reliability
'a'
of examining
eclr.oesto evaluate the overal] condition of the rube rvall in rvhich
inhomogenuities of relativell,' small size can be charact erized. Thus. the evaluation
of the tube wall can be obtained from a mapping of these patterns r.virichprovide
information of location and depth of the dents or flaws.
To simulate the effects of tube erosion. the surface of a sample has been
tapered as shown in Figure 6-4a. The smallest thickness of the tapered tube is 37.b
mils. which might be greater than would occur in general, but is done to emphasize
its effect on the received signal. Resuits of the radial scanning of the tapered tube
can be seen in Figure 6-4b. containing nine measurements referred to as Traces
1-9. In comparison to Tra,ce 1 (the reference signal), Trace 2 reveals rejection of
the signal simiiar to that seen in the oblique angle analysis rvhere a majority of the
backscattered signal is directed out of the detection field of the transducer. This
creates another practical appiication of OAS in which the search for reflectors
oriented at some angle can describe the degree of erosion present.

Traces 3-5

shou,' progressive improvements in the received signal since the outer surface of
the tube wall becomes more parallel to the inner wall and, thus, a greater amount
of energf is directed baclt torn'ards the transducer. The reprociucibility of these
measurements can be seen in Traces 6-9, where little r"ariations are discernable
from the geometrv of the opposing traces. Also, as the tube rvall thickness red.uces.

E2

(aJ

(b)

(c)

Figure 6-3. The reverberant patterns derived from tr-tlte samllles r'r'ith rapered dents. rvhere (a) is the reference signal u'ith no dent, and the the
depth of the taper dent in the other signals is (b) 100 microns and ( c,t
200 nicrons

bJ
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Figure 6--1. Tube erosion study, in u'hich (a) is the schematic of the altered
tube. and (b) Traces 1-9 are the radial scannedneasurements of the errooed tube
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'a' echoes decreases.which is evident rn'henc,rmparing Traces
the distance between
I ano o.
In examining the corrosion grou'th stemming from the support piate. several
deteriorated samples were examined ri'hich illustrate common patterns associated
with different degrees of corrosion. The first sanple corresponds to the ca,sewhere
corrosion is significant but has not completell' filled the rva,ter gap betrveen the
tube wall and support plate. The radial scan of the sample can t'e seen iu Figure
6-5. rvhere each trace was taken at 45o intervals. In all traces. the presence of
'b' echoes is practicalll- nonexistent. This is expected due to the poor reflective
properties of the support plate resulting from the presence of corrosion. Also,
'a'
echoes are
Traces 4 and 7 display signs of disruption in the tube wa1l since the
less reverberant than in the other traces. This effect can be seerl more clearly in
'a' echoes since the decart'of the reflection coefficient
later reverberations of tire
of the outer tube wall boundarr', a32. will attenuate the signai itr an exponential
fashion, as described in Equation 2-9. Thus, observations of later reverberations
'2,'
'b'
and
echoes
u'ill be conducive for detecting significant deterioration in the
due to corrosion growth.
In cases where severe corrosion grou'th affects the tube waii, several patterns
can be anticipated. A high degree of corrosion alters the tube wall upon contact,
which scatters and distorts both the

'a'

and

'b'

echoes. Figure 6-6 shows the

radial scan of a corroded and dented sample rvhere scattering effects are apparent
in reverberation patterns. Slight resemblance to tube echoes can be seen from these
figures. although the patterns are verv sporadic and random in uature. Another
possible effect of severe corrosion is displayed in Figure 6-7, u'here large pulses
appear after some dela1,-not corresponding to the expected reverberant patterns.
This is a direct result of the corrosion diffusing into the tube wall. This alters the
previous multilal'ered structure because that reverberation exists mainly between
the inner surface of the tube wall and the support plate, although in Traces 3-5
it can be seen that diffusion is not complete and reverberations still exist within
the tube u'ali as rvell. This diffusion information provides another scenario x'hich
must be taken into account in characterizing the tube/support

structure.

6D

Figur-e6-5. The A-scan of the corroded tube/support str'ucture. u'here the
lacliai measuremeuts are shou'n in Traces 1-E
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Figure 6-6. Reverberant patterns displaf ing severe corrosion chara'cter'istics
oi rire tube/suplrort structure

E7

echo from support plate
/

Figure 6-?. Reverberant patterns shorving different scenarios u'hich may be
present in the case of severe corrosion
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Hierarchical Classification of Tube/Support
Classification of tube/support

Structure

pla,te integritf

is difficult to accomplish in a

direct fashion because of the r.ariations that exist from sample to sample. Also,
all the tSrpesof decal' presented previo'rsl1,'can occur simultaneousit'; therefore a
procedure to systematicalll- check these alarm signs (features) is needed. Given
'a' and 'b' echoes an<l the sequence
the effect these scenarios can have on the
in u'hich thev occur. a hiera,rchical ciassification procedure u'as de'r'eloped and is
shorn'nin Figure 6-E in block diagram form. The methodology and cla,ssification
procedure'n'ill be explained with each branch.
On initiation
determined.

The

of this classification procedure, the presence of
'a'

'a'

echoes is

echoes determine the integrity of the tube rvall '*'hich has

the highest priorit-"* in terms of importance.

'a' echoes is
Also, the presence of

neccessar],'prerequisite before examining subsequent layers since it constitutes a
propagation path to the support plate. The determination of this condition can
easilv be accomplished b1. observing the polver over a, segment of tinre shortl]' after
the first large echo. This duration of this segment should last onl1,'a feu' reverberations, as shown Figure 6-9(a), since large echoes can appear later itr reverberation
sequence. as shown in the diffusion case. A threshold can be determined experimentally using unaitered tube samples. Since the intensity of the tube echoes are
consistent for most measurements, the threshold can be set relatively high near
70% of reference. The failure of the threshold u'ill indicate alterations in the tube
rn'all; otirerwise. more information

concerning the tube wall is required for further

evaiuation.
The size of the tube rn'all u'ill indicate the degree of erosion or wear u'ithin
the tube u'all and u'ill also aid in further classification. Tube fracturing can also
occur due to deficiencies rvithin the tube itself , such as tube thinning or internal
'a'
echoes
flau's due to erosion or corrosion within the tube u'all. For this case. the
must be anal1'zed to determine the integrity of the tube wali. though the energy
alone n'i11not give a complete description of the status of the tube wall thinning
'a'
in lr'hicir the periodicity of the
echoes must be examined. As stated in Chapter
2. the drstance between the peaks of reverberant echoes describes the tube wall
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Measure power of ta' echoes,P., within
the observationinterval.

I
Determine the tube wall thickness.n =vT/2. where
1=period of'a' echoes
v = velociw of sound

(t"- rube thickness

Detectionof
severecorrosion
andlor denting.

Erosionhasoccuredin
the tube wall

Measure the power of the 'b' echoes,Pr, within the given observationinterval.

DetermineWater
Gap Measurement

Substantial
Corrosion Growth
Detected

Fisule 0-S. Block diagram outlining the general classificatronprocedure for
tili,,e s',t1t1tori
strl.tctures
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Figure 6-9. (a) Observation interval for the evaJua,tionof tube eciroes. and
ibl is the observation interval for the evaluation of the support plate
eclLoes
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thickness. This can be accompiished using a peak detector combrned t'itir some
delal'device.

Once a value for the tube thicliness is determined. the reglion of

inspection of the
the

'a'

'b'

eciroes can also be determined since the sufhcient decay of

'b'
echoes can generalif improve the visibiliti' 61the
echoes.

In Chapter II. the eighth reverberation was calculated to give 'a' echoes which
are comparable to the

'b'

echoes. In addition. cancellation techniques introduced

in Chapter 5 should be empiol'ed to simplifl' the classification procedure.

The

resulting examination of tire porn'er of a segment of about five reverberations in
length (shown in Figure 6-9b) will provide suffrcient information indicating the
presence of support plate echoes. In this ca,se.the threshold is m,rre sensitive to
environmental conditions and is best to determine experimentalll- tirrough many
similar samples. In iieu of insufficient power in the 'b' echo signal. oblique angle scanning malr be emploved as a viable technique for characterizi'g

corrosion

growth under these circumstances.
For the case where the 'b' echoes have adequate signal power. the power
measurement is an effective and simple classification technique vet ]'ields no information about the gap size. If the received po\\'er is significarrt enough, the
reverberation number of the 'b' echo can be determined bv the follo$'ins relation:

br*r

,/r+1.ci+r

_ _ i : _ _ I _ i--_ \ / _ \ . J
r
r

ok

h'

)

(6-2)

0j

where a6 and bp are the kth reverberations of 'a,' and 'b' echoes. r'espectively,
and k and 7 are anti arbitrary

reverberation

numbers ( note:

i and J are not

neccessarii)' equivalent). This is a simple manipulation of Equatiorrs 2-9 and 2-10
in which the amplitudes of these echoes are assum.edto be attainabie and u'ill give
an appropiate reverbera,tion number.fr, to the observed 'b' echo. The solution for
/c is:

k:

ai+t
aj

,

_r
aj+t,
_
,+t1
'b7,
aj/

(6 _ 3)

From the given reverberation number of the 'a' echoes,7, and the al rove calculated
reverberation number of the 'b' echoes. the gap distance, A. can be determined:
t)

A^ : t [ ( tr/ * - r j ) -\ ( t - r ) " ]

(6-4)
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rn'herer7, and rj are the observation time of the corresponding reverberant echoes.
? is the period of the

'a'

echoes. and u is the velocitl' of sound in rvater' The

problem with this method is that it assumes a high SNR and that the peaks of
'b' echoes can be found. The peaks corresponding to the 'b' echoes usually
the
can not be discerned in a corroded environment due to the scattering characteristics of corrosion. The onl1,'alternative in characterizing these environments in
more detail is to use some type of statistical pattern recognition techniques, which
rn'ould require a large number of corroded sampies in order to describe the random
parameters of the system.
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CHAPTER

\IiI

CO\CLUSIONS

In the anaiy'sis of ultrasonic imaging of multila.r'eLeclr'everbelant targets. the
classification of the reverberant echoes is essential in the charact,erization of the
tube,/support structure. To improve the visibiiitl' of tlrr.:sc'
classesof eciroesser'eral techniques rvere analtzed such a-. focussing. oblirlre a,ngle s<'arrning.arrd echo
cancellation (analog or digital). These techniques maire ultlasorric in-ragingof the
tube/support an effective technique for corrosion chara,ctelizatiorL.This chapter
includes disccusion of the optimal usage of each techniclue ancl nossible improvements that can be rlade upon them.
The use of proper focussing of the ultrasonic bearn provi<les the rreccesarr.
regional characterizalion and provides the added feature of signal-to-noise ratio
enhancement.

Since the target is tubular in nature. focussing u'ill leduce the

distortion present in the backscattercd plane lvave. AIso focussir-rgincreases the
energlr penetrating into the target allo'ri'ing for larger reverberatons in the received
signal.

Several focussing mechanisms were presented, alihough onl1. the plane

reflector rvas practical in our present research. The characteristics of the other
reflectors have unique focussing properties (i.e.

apera,ture. for:al length. etc.),

n'hich ma1'be exploited in further research.
Oblique angle scauning provides the automatic rejection of tire

'a'

echoes thus

improving the visibiltl' of the bacliscattered signal from the sulrport lrlate. The
'a'
cancellation of the
echoes using OAS at small angles is verJ' efir,rglil'€r
arrd nakes
it a more viable imaging technique. The reflections of the support plate u'ill infer
discountinuities in the support plate u'hich can correspond to fiarvs or c.orrosion
grorvth in the structure.
Echo cancellation is another method of decornposing the

';r'

and

'b'

echoes

that can be implemented using either digital or analog signals. Tire digital echo
canceliation scheme plorrides great flexibilitl' at the c.xpenseo{'trnrc eiuclinvolved
equipment. Though through adaptive fiItering techniclues.the carrcellatiorrsvstem
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can be made to adjust fol valr-ing rneasuremelt envilolrlnellts. such as uneven
tube rvall thiclinesses. The conl'ergcnccof these iigorithm-s car, bc'r,erJ' ,.ion'and
impractical in rlanf instances. thus impro\renlents alc rrer:ciecl
irr this a::ea.
The analog echo cancellation scheme rvas demonstlatecl effective in lirnited
experimentai results. The oplimization

of the ma,tcir.iug of t,Le lefelencr: signal

li'ith the 'a' echoes of the rneasured signal is clifficult since -qerrel'a,l
para.nreters are
involved. The echo cancellation scherne if optimized is nro::e ge'rrelall1'applicable
than obiique angle scanning and more reliable.
A part of cha,racteriza,tionof the integritl' of thc' tube/sul.rpolt structure is
the abilitl' to determine different degrees of corrrosion fi'om tLe cleteliolated 'a'
and/or

'b'

echoes. This r,vould require the development cif an zu'chiveof corrosion

signatures rvhich can be used in classiff ing the difi'erent scattering cha,rcteristics
of the corroded samples. This mapping of scattering cirarac.teristics falls under
tlte catagorl' of feature extraction.

Tire implementation

of pattern recognition

techniques requires a large spectrum of sampies to a,cculatell' clir.ssifvthe different
degrees of deterioration in tire tube/support
able.

structure rr-]rich is pr-esent15'
unavail-

Yo
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